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In this paper we introduce some polyhedra in Grassman manifolds which we call 
Grassmannian simplices. We study two aspects of these polyhedra: their 
combinatorial structure (Section 2) and their relation to harmonic differential forms 
on the Grassmannian (Section 3). Using this we obtain results about some new 
differential forms, one of which is the classical dilogarithm (Section 1). The results 
here unite two threads of mathematics that were much studied in the 19th century. 
The analytic one, concerning the dilogarithm, goes back to Leibnitz (1696) and 
Euler (1779) and the geometric one, concerning Grassmannian simplices, can be 
traced to Binet (1811). In Section 4, we give some of this history along with some 
recent related results and open problems. In Section 0, we give as an introduction 
an account in geometric terms of the simplest cases. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Polyhedra in Grassmann Manifolds 
0.1.1. Let Gz denote the Grassmannian manifold of n dimensional 
vector subspaces of I?“+“‘. We will think of Gf as the manifold of n - 1 
dimensional subspaces of real projective n + m - 1 space. For example, G’: 
is projective m space itself. 
The simplices form a natural class of polyhedra in the projective spaces 
Gy . We want to generalize them to polyhedra in the other Grassmannian 
manifolds Gz . 
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A key property of the m simplex in Gy is that its boundary is a union of 
m - 1 simplices in Gy-’ for various embeddings GYP’ c Gy. The other 
Grassman manifolds also have similar embeddings according to the pattern: 
G; c G; 
u u i 
G; c G: c G; . . . 
u u u 
G; c G; c G; . . . 
(the horizontal inclusions are the subspaces in a given hyperplane; the 
vertical inclusions are the subspaces through a given point). We want the 
face relations of our generalized simplices to similarly respect this 
embedding pattern. 
0.1.2. One tempting route of generalization would be to observe that the 
submanifolds Gy-’ c G’: may be constructed from geodesics. In projective 3 
space G:, if we are given three geodesic segments forming a triangle, either 
of these procedures to fill it in with geodesics gives the same 2simplex: 
In G: already this is no longer true: 
This is a reflection of the fact that G;” is a rank one symmetric space (i.e., 
there is one real invariant of the relative position of two points-the 
distance), whereas G: is a rank two symmetric space (there is a two dimen- 
sional space of invariants of the relative position of two points). ’ 
’ From the present point of view, this is the reason why finding a combinatorial formula for 
a Pontyagin class of a polyhedron is so much more diffkult a problem than it is for the Euler 
class. 
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0.2. The first Grassmannian simplices 
0.2.1. DEFINITION. Let e, , e, ,..., e,, m be points in real projective 
n+m- 1 space lRPtm-l not all contained in a n + m - 2 dimensional 
subspace. Let Ho be the connected component of the identity of the group of 
projective automorphisms of RP”+‘“-r fixing all the points e,. Since Ho 
takes n - 1 dimensional planes to n - 1 dimensional planes, it acts on Gf. A 
Grassmannian simplex rt is the closure of a generic orbit of Ho. 
Grassmannian simplices are our proposed generalization of ordinary 
simplices in projective space. We will illustrate the idea by looking at the 
cases ri, r:, and r:. 
0.2.2. The generic orbits of @ in Gf(=lRP*) are the open regions 
labelled I, II, III, and IV below. This is because the group of projective 
automorphisms of lRP* is transitive on 4-triples of points in general position. 
The closure of region I, a Grassmannian simplex ri, is an ordinary 2- 
simplex. Its three edges are closures of non-generic orbits of Ho; they are 
Grassmannian simplices r:. Each is the closure of a generic Ho orbit in G: 
embedded as one of the three lines G. 
0.2.3. The picture in Gi , the space of lines in RP*, is similar by duality. 
There are four generic Ho orbits. One is the set of lines not intersecting the 
closed shaded region in the figure below. 
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Its closure, a Grassmannian simplex ri, has three edges-the three 
families of lines drawn in the picture. They are Grassmannian simplices r! 
in G: embedded as the family of all lines through e, , e,, or e3. The topology 
of the ri can be viewed this way: 
ele2 
\/ 
ez- 
I 3 
e2e3 
0.2.4. Consider G:, the space of lines 1 in an RP3 with four fixed 
noncoplanar points e,, e,, e,, and e4. Since Ho is three dimensional and G: 
is four dimensional, we must find an equation satisfied by an Ho orbit. Let 
k(l) be the cross-ratio of the four planes k,,...,q taken in the pencil of 
planes through 1. 
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Since the cross-ratio is a projective invariant, k(l) must be constant on an Ho 
orbit, which provides our equation. The variety of lines satisfying this 
equation was classically called the tetrahedral complex (see Subsection 4.2). 
We will show (2.3.4) that the topology of a Grassmannian simplex ri, the 
closure of an Ho orbit, is that of a solid octahedron. 
- 
Here the six vertices are the lines 3 as marked. 
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The four unshaded faces are Grassmannian simplices I’:. They are 
closures of generic ti orbits in Gi embedded four ways: as the set of lines in 
the planes m, m, m, and m. 
The four shaded faces are Grassmannian simplices r:. They are closures 
of generic @ orbits in Gt , embedded in four ways: as the set of lines 
through the point e, , e, , e3, or e4. The embedding of the rt, whose vertices 
are e’;-;; G and e? in the G: of lines through e,, may be pictured as 
follows: 
Thus we see that our requirement for the face relations set out in 0.1.1. is 
satisfied. 
0.3. The Relation to Differential Forms 
0.3.1. Considering Gi as planes through the origin in R4, we see that the 
special orthogonal group W(4) acts on G:. Let P: be the SO(4) invariant 
volume form of unit mass on SO(4) and let e,,..., e4 correspond to 
orthogonal lines in R4. 
Each Grassmannian simplex ri lies in a hypersurface k(l) =x. If we let x 
vary continuously between 0 and 1, we get a continuously varying family of 
hypersimplices, which we denote by T:(x). Let Pi be the integral of P: over 
the fibers T:(x). Since P: is a 4-form and T:(x) is three dimensional, Pi is a 
l-form. 
Integration. 
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where a(x) = &i(x) - Li( 1 - x)) and C(x) = xi”=, xi/i2 is the classical 
dilogarithm function. 
From the geometry of 0.2.3, we see that T:(x,) and rg(x,) have the same 
boundary, so their union is a clamshell-like closed hypersurface. The above 
integration shows that the volume it encloses is @(x2) - @(xl). 
0.3.2. The dilogarithm satisfies a functional equation in two variables. If 
we extend CD from (0, 1) to R - (0, 1) by using the symmetry Q(x) = 
@(l/( 1 - x)), then this functional equation may be expressed 
for 0 < x < y < 1. We want to derive this functional equation from geometric 
considerations in Grassmann manifolds. 
We consider G:, the space of planes n in an IRP4 with live fixed reference 
points e, ,..., e, corresponding to orthogonal lines in R’. A plane rr 
determines five elements &?i ,..., s5 in the pencil of 3-spaces through it. Let 
ki(~) be the cross-ratio of z!i ,..., z$$ ,..., n?, (omitting ~3). Any two of the 
k,(z) determine the other three: for example, setting ki(n) = ai, if 
then 
u4 =Y, u5 =x 
x0,- 1) 
ul= y(x- 1)’ 
u,=y-l, 
X-l 
Zl,=C 
X 
Each Grassmannian simplex r: lies in a subvariety k,(n) = x and 
k,(n) = y. If we let x and y vary continuously such that 0 < x < y < 1, we get 
a two parameter family of Grassmannian simplices which we denote by 
r:(x, y). The Grassmannian simplex T:(x, y) has five faces r: which do not 
vary with x and y, and five faces F, ,..., F5 that do. The face Fi is a 
Grassmannian simplex Ti(ui) lying in the G: of planes containing the 
reference point e,. 
Now we study the 4-form P: on G:: the harmonic representative of the 
first Pontrjagin class of the tautological bundle. The form Pi is closed and it 
restricts to the invariant volume form on the G: of planes through e,. We 
define & to be the integral of P: over the Grassmannian simplices T:(x, y). 
Essentially from Stokes’ theorem we find that dp: is the sum of the integrals 
of Pi over the faces Fi. With signs that reflect the induced orientations, we 
obtain: 
D@erential Relation (1.2.2). 
dfi: = fi (e-1)’ P:(u,) = & 2 (B-1)’ d@(ui)* 
i-l 
607/44/3-6 
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But we also have a rather unexpected result which will be proved in 
Section 3: 
Vanishing Theorem (1.2.4). 
Pi is identically zero on T:(x, y) for any x and y. 
Therefore p: is identically zero, hence so is dp:. So we obtain 
5 (-l)i d@(ui) = 0, 
i=l 
so c;=, (-l)‘(+) is a constant which we evaluate as 7?/6 from special 
values of x and y. 
1. THE GENERALIZED DILOGARITHM FORMS 
1.1. Definitions 
1.1.1. Consider the Grassman manifold G,” of all n-dimensional 
(unoriented) planes through the origin in R”+m. By abuse of notation, we 
will always use the same symbol (usually <) for a point <E G,” and for the 
n-plane <c R”+” corresponding to it. 
A coordinate m-plane in Rnfm is one obtained by setting n of the coor- 
dinates equal to zero. An n-plane is called generic if it intersects each coor- 
dinate m-plane only at the origin. The symbol Gf denotes the (open) subset 
of GF consisting of generic n-planes. 
The projective linear group PGL(n + m) is the group GL(n + m) of inver- 
tible (n + m) x (n + m) real matrices divided by multiples of the identity. 
PGL(n + m) acts on Gr since multiples of the identity in GL(n + m) act 
trivially. The Cartan subgroup H c PGL(n + m) is the image of the diagonal 
matrices. It has dimension n + m - 1. 
1.1.2. PROPOSITION. H preserves Gr and acts freely on it. 
This will be proved in 2.2.1. 
DEFINITION. The quotient space fl@ will be denoted by Cr and the 
quotient map by z 
By the Proposition, Cz is a differentiable manifold of dimension 
(n - l)(m - 1). In 2.2.2, it will be shown that it has an interpretation as a 
space of configurations of n + m points in projective m - 1 space. 
Because of the proposition, the libres of 72 identify with the group H so 
they may be oriented by choosing an ordered basis for the Lie algebra of H. 
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We choose the usual basis which is the image of E,, i, 
E E 2.2 9.S’ n + m-, ,n + m-, , where E, are matrix elements. We denote the induced 
orientation of n by [n]. 
1.1.3. For each k such that 1 Q k < n + m, there are natural maps 
These maps are defined as follows: Let Jk: Wtm-’ 4 I?“+” send 
(X ,,..., X,+,-i)to(X ,,..., X,-,,O,X, ,..., X~+m-l).LetPr,:iR”+m~R”+m-’ 
send (X, ,..., Xn+m) to (xl,&-,,xk+ ,,..., Xntm). Then 
A”&) = J; ’ 6 
g&3 = Pr, t 
(where the expressions on the right define planes in iR”tm-‘). 
The maps ak and & are defined by requiring commutativity of the 
diagram. This makes sense since 7~ is surjective and constant along the fibers 
of 7c o A;, or K o B;c, as may be easily checked. If the spaces Cf are inter- 
preted as projective configurations of points, the corresponding inter- 
pretations of ak and /Ik are given in Proposition 2.2.3. 
We note that if n = 1 then zk and ak are not defined; if m = 1, #, and Pk 
are not defined. 
1.2. The Main Results 
1.2.1. Let us consider a stable characteristic class P on real vector 
bundles with values in the Hh cohomology with real coefficients H’(., I?). (P 
will be a polynomial in the Pontrjagin classes.) On Gt there is a unique 
SO(n + m, R) invariant closed differential form PT representing the 
cohomology class P(r) where < is the tautological bundle over Gy . We 
denote the restriction of Pr to 6: again by Pt. 
DEFINITION. The generalized dilogarithm form Pr is given by 
B;=a,P;, 
where x* represents integration over the fiber with fiber orientation [A]. The 
generalized dilogarithm form #f is differential (I - n - m + 1)-form on Cf. 
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1.2.2. THEOREM (the differential relation). Zf n > 1 and m > 1, 
ntm i7+m 
dF;= 2 L‘ (-l)%,*& -2 1 (-l)k&++;-‘. 
k:l k=l 
This theorem will be proved in Section 2. 
Remark. If n = 1 or m = 1, then &’ is identically zero since the 
tautological vector bundle over CT or Gi has no non-zero stable real charac- 
teristic classes. 
1.2.3. THEOREM (vanishing). The generalized dilogarithm form pf 
vanishes identically if it is a O-form (i.e., if I= n + m - 1). 
This follows from the following stronger statement which shows that the 
integrand is zero in the integration over the fiber rr* P,” = @. 
1.2.4. THEOREM. The restriction of Pz to any H orbit vanishes iden- 
tically. 
This will be proved in 3.3.3. 
1.3. Functional Equations 
1.3.1. DEFINITION. We call a generalized dilogarithm form pr leading if 
e+ L = 0 and Pr;,l = 0 (for the same characteristic class P) but pr is not 
identically zero. 
Dually, we call Pr coleading if @” = 0 and p;‘: = 0 but py is not 
identically zero. 
We note that by 1.2.3 a leading generalized dilogarithm form has positive 
degree. 
1.3.2. The following result is an immediate corollary of the differential 
relation, 1.2.2. 
Functional equation. If Fr is leading, then 
Dually, if py is coleading then 
ntmtl 
x (-l)k/3;Ij; = 0. 
k=I 
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1.3.3. Since the leading (or coleading) generalized dilogarithm forms are 
the ones that satisfy an interesting functional equation, it is important to 
identify them. This we cannot do in general, but the vanishing theorem 1.2.3 
guarantees a rich supply of them. 
PROPOSITION. Consider a stable characteristic class P with values in 
H’( ; R). If for some pair (n, m), &’ # 0, then there exists a pair (n, m) so 
that &f is leading and a pair (n, m) so that 3:: is coleading. 
(So far as we know, every nonzero P may satisfy the hypothesis of this 
proposition. In any case, an open dense set of P satisfies it as may be seen 
by observing that Py # 0 whenever P: is a non-zero multiple of the invariant 
volumn form on GF.) 
Proof. In the n, m plane, fif vanishes if n + m = I+ 1 by the vanishing 
theorem; Pr vanishes if n = 1 or if m = 1 because then Cy is a point. So 
li_,m = 0 along the boundary of a triangle. Starting from a,point (n, m) where 
P; # 0, in the interior of the triangle, construct a path through points where 
PE#O such that the step after (n,m) is (n,m+l) or (n-l,m+l). A 
.further step is impossible only when we have reached a leading Pf; but this 
must happen since we will run into the boundary of the triangle. 
1.3.4. Damiano has shown that if P is the ith Pontrjagin class, then @ 
is leading (see [8,9]). 
2. GRASSMANNIAN SIMPLICES 
2.1. Hypersimplices 
2.1.1. DEFINITION. The hypersimplex A: is the subset of I?“+“’ defined 
by the relations: 
ogtig 1, for all i; 
ll+m 
)J ti = n, 
i=l 
where t i,..., t,,+,,, are coordinates in lR”+“‘. 
The hypersimplex A: is a convex n + m - 1 dimensional polyhedron 
embedded in the Euclidean space defined by t, + t, + . .. + t,+, = n. Its 
boundary 8Az is the subset where at least one of the coordinates ti is either 0 
or 1. Its interior denoted by AZ, is AT\aAr. See [ 191 for drawings of the 
first few hypersimplices. 
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2.1.2. For all integers k such that 1 < i < n + m, there are natural maps 
4-I 
a~;&~:-1 
defined by 
a,@, 1***, fn+rp,) = (t, 3***, c,- 1, 1, &,..., fn+m- I), 
~k(f,,...,~n+m-,)=tf*,...,fk-l,O,fk,...,~n+m-l). 
The images of these maps are the codimension one faces of dy as a 
polyhedron; unless n = m = 1, we have 
n+m n+m 
aA; = u image (q,) u u image (bk). 
k=l k=l 
2.1.3. We choose an orientation [A:] of A,” given by the ordered coor- 
dinates (t2 - f,, t3 - t, ,..., t,+, - t,,+,-, ). [A,“] may be interpreted as a 
generator in H,+,(At, ad:). We have the following homological boundary 
formula: 
PROPOSITION. Unless n = m = 1, 
ntm n+m 
a[A;] = c (-l)k %*[A,“_,] - c t-l)kb@:-‘l 
k=l k=l 
(where if n = 1 the first summation is regarded as zero, and if m = 1 the 
second is regarded as zero). 
Proof: See [ 4, Prop. 5 1. 
This formula may be interpreted as computing the connecting 
homomorphism for the triple (AZ, aA:, c) where c is the codimension two- 
skeleton of A”,. 
2.1.4. Notice that the formula of 2.1.3 for a[dz] is similar to the formula 
of 1.2.2 for d#r. We say that the A: are formally dual to the &‘. In fact 
Theorem 1.2.2 follows from Proposition 2.1.3 after embedding A: in Gf as a 
Grassmannian simplex. 
2.2. Projective Configurations 
2.2.1. Recall that by definition Cr = H\&, where G”,” is the generic 
part of the Grassmannian of n planes in IF?“+“’ and H is the Cartan subgroup 
of PGL(n + m), i.e., the diagonal invertible matrices modplo multiples of the 
identity matrix. The space Cr is a differentiable manifold since H acts freely 
on Gf by Proposition 1.1.2. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.1.2. First, we observe that we may think of Gr as 
the configurations of n + m vectors V, ,..., Vn+,,, in lRm which span Rm as a 
vector space, modulo equivalence by GL(m). For given a point in Gr, i.e., 
an n dimensional subspace c of iF?“+m, first choose a vector space 
epimorphism p: II?“+ m --H R m with kernel 4. Then we obtain a configuration 
with V, = p(e,), where e,,..., e,,, is the standard basis of R”+m. Choosing 
another p changes the configuration by a GL(m) element. 
From this point of view, 6: is the subset of configurations defined by the 
condition that for all m element subsets S of {l,..., n + m}, the set {V, 1 i E S} 
forms a basis of Rm. The H action on Gz is expressed this way: the diagonal 
GL(n + m) element 
h=rh, *.. O 1 
1 
0 hntm 
1 
sends V, ,..., V,,+m to h, V, ,..., h,,, Vn+m. So if V, # 0 the action of H sends 
Vi into the line I, through 0 and V,. 
We must prove that any diagonal GL(n + m) element h whose action on a 
configuration c in Gy matches that of a GL(m) element I must be a multiple 
of the identity. Since n > 1, we know that c determines at least m + 1 lines li 
as above any m of which span R”. Since w  fixes these lines, its action on the 
projectivization RP”-’ of RPm must fix the corresponding m + 1 points, 
which are in general position. Therefore w  acts trivially on RPm-’ so w  must 
be a multiple k of the identity. Hence h, = h, = *-- = h,,, = k so h is a 
multiple of the identity. 
2.2.2. Let C ,,..., Cn+m be a configuration of n + m points in real 
projective m - 1 space; i.e., Ci E RPm-’ for each i. The configuration is 
called generic if for no m element subset S of { 1,2,..., n + m) does 
(C,l i E S} lie in an m - 2 dimensional projective subspace. The set of 
generic projective configurations forms an open submanifold of 
ppm-l)ntm = Rpm-1 x a.. x RPm-‘(n + m factors). Two such projective 
configurations are equivalent if there is an element of PGL(m) taking one to 
the other. The group PGL(m) acts freely on the generic configurations of 
n + m points since a PGL(m) element is determined by its effect on any 
m + 1 independent points. Therefore the space of equivalence classes of 
generic configurations of n + m points in RPm-’ is a differentiable manifold. 
PROPOSITION. The space Cz is naturally dl$eomorphic to the space of 
equivalence classes of generic configurations of n + m points in lRPm-‘. 
[This proposition says that the generic part of H\G,” is naturally 
diffeomorphic to the generic part of PGL(n + m)\(RPm-l)Rtm.] 
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ProojI We us the model for G: presented in the proof in 2.2.1. Consider 
the space S of n + m-tuples of lines I, ,..., I,,, through the origin in IR” such 
that any m of them span I?“‘. We claim that GL(m)\S = Cr. For, given an 
element of S, we may choose Vi to be any nonzero point of Ii and any two 
such choices are related by a diagonal GL(n + m) element. On the other 
hand, considering each line li as a point in RPm-‘, we see that GL(m) 
equivalence classes in S are PGL(m) equivalence classes of generic 
configurations of n + m points in lRPm- ‘. 
2.2.3. Recall that in 1.1.3 the projections ak: Cz-+ Cy_, and 
&: c;+ q-1 were defined by passing to the quotient space from the 
projections A;, : 6: * G”F- 1 and B;, : 6:: + G,“- ‘, respectively. 
PROPOSITION. Let us interpret C: as projective equivalence classes of 
generic configurations of n + m points C, ,..., C,, m in RPm- ’ as in 2.2.2. 
Then 
and 
Pi(C, >a**) CR + ,> = (~)k Cl y***’ ok Ck - 15 qh Ck + I y..*) (4k Cn + nt> 
where v)~ : RPm-’ \ C, --) iRPme2 is any projective identification of the lines 
through C, with RP”-*. 
ProoJ This proposition results directly from the interpretation of A;, and 
gk in the language of the proof in 2.2.1. 
&(V, 1...1 V,,,) = (V, ,..‘3 Vk-, 3 Vk, I Ye..? v, +,I 
and 
Bk(v],-, Vn+m>= (a)kV1,...,a)kVk-,,V)kVk+,,...,a)kVn+m), 
where qk : R”+m -H (R”+m-’ is any linear epimorphism with Vk in its kernel. 
2.2.4. DEFINITION. The space of enhanced projective configurations, 
EC;, is the quotient space Ho\&, where Ho denotes the connected 
component of the identity of H. 
We have the diagram, 
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where p is the further quotientization. The map p is a projection of a 2”+“-’ 
sheeted covering space since H = H” 0 (Z/2Z)n+m-‘. 
We define the maps Ek and Bk by commutativity of the diagram 
Remark. We may interpret EC: as projective equivalence classes of 
generic configurations of n + m points in lRPm-l enhanced by a lift of each 
point to the universal covering space Sm-’ of lRPm-‘. Two such lifts that 
differ by a covering transformation of S”-’ -+ IRP”-’ are deemed to be the 
same. The maps Ek and bk have interpretations analogous to those of ak and 
jlk in 2.2.3. 
2.3. The Closures of Ho Orbits 
2.3.1. Recall that 2:: is the interior of the hypersimplex 2:: ; in coor- 
dinates t 1 ,..., t,+, it is the set 
O<t,<1, for all i, 
n+m 
c ti= n. 
i=l 
The group Ho is the connected component of the identity of the Cartan 
subgroup H of PGL(n + m); it has coordinates h, ,..., h,+m, the entries of the 
diagonal matrix h, 0 h= *.. [ 1 0 hn+nl ’ 
where hi > 0 for all i and h, ,..., h, +m is equivalent to Ah, ,..., Rh, +,,, for all 
1 > 0. 
We define a map q: 2: + Ho by the equations 
hi=k. 
1 - ti 
PROPOSITION. r is a d@eomorphism from 2: onto Ho. 
Proof: We define a function A(h) implicitly by the equation 
n+m 
c l i=l I(h) 1 =‘* 
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This is everywhere defined, single valued, and always positive because for 
each h the function of 1, 
decreases strictly monotonically from n + m to 0 as L goes from 0 to co. 
Now define 9-l: Ho-Jr by 
1 
ti = A(h) hi + 1 * 
The composition ?,- ’ o q is the identity by direct calculation, and q o ?j-’ is 
the identity since it multiplies all the hi by A(h). 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION. The map 
which takes (I, 0 to q(t) . r, has a unique continuous extension to a map 
(We denote the image of (t, <) under this extension by t - 4. We think of 2: 
“acting” on 6: by a completion of the action of HO.) 
Proof. Uniqueness is obvious because 2,” is dense in A:. To prove 
existence, we write a formula for t . r in terms of Plucker coordinates. 
Let S c {l,..., n + m) be a subset with n elements and let r E CF. Then 
P(S, <) will denote the Plucker coordinate of the point { corresponding to the 
subset S of basis vectors e, ,..., en+,,, in R”+m. The action of Ho on Gr may 
be written as follows 
P(S, h(t)) = ( n hi) PCS, 0. 
ieS 
NOW if t = (t, ,..., t, +,J E 2 z, we have 
Since the P(S, 9) are homogeneous coordinates, we may multiply the 
expression on the right by the number 
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and we obtain 
p(s9 tlCt) 0 = (E I,) (E ’ - Ii) ‘ts9 0. 
This last expression clearly extends continuously to all of A: (so it gives a 
formula of t . r). 
2.3.3. We want to express the compatibility of the actions t - c for the 
various Gt. 
DEFINITION. For all k E {l,..., n + m}, the maps A, and B, 
are defined as follows: If < is a plane of Gr-, , then Ak(Q is the inverse 
image of l by the map Pr,: R”+m+ Rntm-’ sending (XI,..., X”+,,,) to 
(Xl ,---, xk-,,&+*l...,xn+m ). If < is a plane of G,“- ’ , then Bk(r) is the image 
of < by the map Jk: R”+“-’ -, I?“+” sending (X1,..., X,,+,,-,) to 
(Xl v**, X,-l 3 4 x,, , v-*9 X”+m- A’ 
PROPOSITION. If ted:-:_, and <fG”r then (a,t)- <=A,(t.A”,<). I$ 
tEA:-‘andrEG: then (bk.t).5=Bk(t.a&. 
Proof: The equality follows from calculating the Plucker coordinates of 
both sides using the formula for t - r from the proof in 2.3.2. 
2.3.4. THEOREM. Suppose < E C?r. Then the inclusion 
j(t): A:: c G,“, 
is a homeomorphism of the hypersimplex AZ with the closure of the HQ orbit 
of <. The map j(t) takes the interior A: of A: d~@eomorphically onto the 
orbit of r and it takes interiors of faces (of various dimensions) of A: 
dlfleomorphically onto other orbits. The faces of A: are mapped into sub- 
Grassmann manifolds: for example, there is a commutative diagram 
DEFINITION. The image of j(c) is called a Grassmannian simplex. 
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Proof of the theorem. (1) The map j(l) gives a diffeomorphism from 2; 
to the Ho orbit through < by Propositions 1.1.2 and 2.3.1. 
(2) The commutative diagram follows from Proposition 2.3.3. 
(3) This allows us to prove that j(c) takes interiors of faces of 
codimension one diffeomorphically onto orbits by applying (1) above to 
lower dimensional Grassmann manifolds. 
(4) Iterating steps (2) (for similar commutative diagrams in lower 
dimension) and (3) we prove the interiors of all faces but vertices are 
mapped diffeomorphically onto orbits. 
(5) We may verify directly that the orbits mapped to be different 
interiors of faces are different and that the vertices are mapped to different 
coordinate hyperplanes (which are fixed points of the Ho actions). So j(r) is 
an injection. 
(6) The map is continuous by Proposition 2.3.2. Since A: is compact, 
it is a homeomorphism onto the closure of the orbit through r. 
2.3.5. Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.3.4 that there is a natural 
Ho action on A:. It is determined by continuity by the Ho action on A: 
given by h . t = q-‘(h - a(t)). The closed invariant sets are the unions of 
faces of At. 
2.4. Proof of the Dlflerential Relation 
We place ourselves in the situation of Subsection 1.2: We have fixed a 
characteristic class P and therefore differential forms Pf on each CT and 
differential forms pz on each Cr. We will prove Theorem 1.2.2 relating the 
forms Pr . 
2.4.1. It is more convenient to work on the space of enhanced projective 
configurations EC: than on Cf. Recall from 2.2.4 the diagram 
We define Fz to be it, Pr, where il* is computed with respect to a libre 
orientation [?I, which is the restriction of [z] of 1.1.2. 
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LEMMA. Theorem 1.2.2 is equivalent to the formula 
k=l 
fern> 1 andm> 1. 
ProoJ We claim that 
pm = yltnl- I 
” P 
*pm 
II' 
This claim and the commutativity of the following diagram imply that the 
formula of the lemma is p* of the formula of Theorem 1.2.2. 
EC:-, ' 
‘k m Bk m-l 
n Ecn 
I 
P 
i I 
P P 
C-1 
‘k 
- c: 
‘k 
. c-1 
But p* is an injection since p is a covering map. Hence the lemma follows. 
Now we establish the claim. The form w  = p*pr is characterized by the 
following two properties: 
(1) p*w = 2”+“-’ B; 
(2) Let U be any connected open set in Cf such that 71-l U splits into 
a disjoint union U, U U, U -a- of copies of U. For each i and j, if q: Vi --) Uj 
is the diffeomorphism that satisfies p 0 rp = p on Ui, then o* takes w  1 Uj to 
wl”i; 
The form 2”+m-‘Ff satisfies (1) since p* Ft = p* E* Pt = @ o E)* Pt = 
71 Pm = Py. To show that it satisfies (2), we write H = Ho @ F, where F is 
th*e image in PGL(n + m) of the diagonal matrices whose entries are all f 1. 
Given i and j there is an element fE F that takes is-‘Ui diffeomorphically to 
“&Jj. 
AJi f + .-‘u 
j  
The map f preserves the fiber orientation [E] since H is Abelian, so 
il*of*=o,oii*. And f* takes PrIc’U, to P~lx-‘U, since f is an 
orthogonal matrix and Pr is invariant under O(n + m). (The O(n + m) 
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invariance of P,“, which by its construction is only required to be SO(n + m) 
invariant, is proved in Section 3-see Corollary 3.2.5). Then 
~~Jui=il*P::lii-‘ui=7T*f*P::Jisuj 
=V,*n*P::)il-‘Uj=a,*~~::uj. 
2.4.2. We choose a smooth section s of the libre bundle Gf over EC:. 
This can be done since the fibers of 7T are contractible. (Indeed the fibers are 
Ho orbits, Ho acts freely by Proposition 1.1.2, and Ho is contractible.) 
Using the section s, we define a map 
r(t, c) = t * s(c), 
where t . s(c) is explained in 2.3.2. 
LEMMA. The map r takes 2: x EC: c A x EC; dijjfeomorphically to 
-In G n* 
This follows easily from Proposition 2.3.1. 
2.4.3. Let q: A: x EC: + EC: be the projection on the second factor. 
LEMMA. F;= q*r*P;. 
Proof: The following diagram commutes 
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Therefore Fr is & r*Pf . But Afv t is mea sure zero for the integration over 
the fibre q* so @* and q* are the same. 
2.44. Let Q: A;-‘_, x EC: + EC: be projection onto the second factor 
andlet Q’:Aa-‘xEC; + EC: also be projection to the second factor. 
LEMMA. For each k such that 1 < k ,< n + m, there is an automorphism 
F’k:A;-,~EC;-+A;-,~EC; such that the following diagram is 
commutative: 
Similarly, for each such k there is an FL such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Bk . Cm 
” 
Proof: The following diagram does not commute: 
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(In fact it is impossible to choose the sections s so that this commutes for all 
k-a fact of some theoretical significance for combinatorial formulas for 
Pontrjagin classes, see [ 19, last sentence of p. 161.) However, for some map 
fk: EC;+& we have sc?JC) = 5,Jc) . A”, s(c). Let F,&, c) be (S;,(c) . t, c), 
where the action of 2 r-, on Jf- i is obtained from the action of A:-, on 
K:_, via the embedding of Theorem 2.3.4. Then the commutativity of the 
first diagram follows from Proposition 2.3.3. Similar remarks apply to the 
second diagram. 
2.4.5. Proof of the differential relation, Theorem 1.2.2: We establish the 
formula of Lemma 2.4.1, from the differential relation follows. 
dP; = d(q, r*P;) by Lemma 2.4.3, 
= q*dr*P,” + (qic?A~ x ECr),r*Pt by Stokes’ Theorem, 
= (ql aA7 x EC:), r*Pf since P,” is closed, 
ntm ntm 
= kz, (-l)kQ*(a, x id o r)*P,” - zI (-l)k@+(bk X id o r)*P,” 
by Proposition 2.1.3, 
= c (-l)kQ+.(id x Ek o r o Ak)*Pr 
k=l 
ntm 
- c (-l)kQ&(id x pk o r o pk)*P: 
k-l 
by Lemma 2.4.4, 
n+m ntm 
= ks, (-l)kQ*(id x E,o r)* PzMl - z (-l)“Q$(id x $k o r)*pr-’ 
k=l 
by stability and naturality of p, 
ntm ntm 
= C (-l)kcT~q,r*P~-, - C (-l)k/J,*q*r*Pf-l, 
k=l k=l 
ntm nim 
Q.E.D. 
3. INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON GRASSMAN MANIFOLDS 
3.1. Homology of the Grassman Manifolds 
In this section we recall some well-known facts about the Grassman 
manifolds Gz. 
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3.1.1. For any 4 E G:, we denote by SO(n + m), the isotropy subgroup 
of & i.e., the subgroup of SO(n + m) consisting of elements that stabilize e. If 
9 E SO(n + m)l, then de maps T,Gz (the tangent space to Gr at r> to itself; 
this provides a natural action of SO(n + m)[ on T,G:. 
PROPOSITION. For any n, m, and 1 the following three real vector spaces 
are canonically isomorphic: 
(1) The Zth cohomology group of Gz with real coeflcients, H’(Gr , IR). 
(2) The space of dflerential l-forms on Gf which are invariant under 
the action of SO(n + m) 
(3) For any <E G;, the alternating l-linear functions on T, GF which 
are invariant under SO(n + m),. 
The maps inducing these isomorphisms are as follows: The map from (2) 
to (1) takes an i-form to its de Rham cohomology class. The map from (2) 
to (3) is given by restriction of an i-form to T,Gr . It inverse is given by this 
procedure: given an alternating Z-linear function (p on T,(Gr), to evaluate the 
corresponding form in T,,(GF) apply d0 where 0 E SO(n + m) is any 
element mapping 4’ to 5: The result is independent of the choice of 8 by the 
SO(n + m), invariance of qr. 
To see the isomorphism of (1) and (2), put an SO(n + m) invariant 
Riemannian metric on Gz. This can be done by averaging since SO(n t m) 
is compact. The SO(n t m) invariance of an i-form will then be equivalent to 
the invariance under the connected component of the identity of group of 
Riemannian isometries of Gr. But iY’(A4, I?) is the space of harmonic forms 
since G,” is compact which is the space of invariant forms since Gz is a 
symmetric space. 
3.1.2. Similar constructions to those of the last section give canonical 
isomorphisms between 
(1) a certain subgroup of H’(Gr ; IR); 
(2) the space of differential Z-forms on Gf which are invariant under 
the action of O(n t m); 
(3) for any t E G:, the alternating Z-linear functions on T,Gr which 
are invariant under O(n f m)r. 
Remark. Not all SO(n t m) invariant Z-forms are O(n + m) 
invariant-for example, the SO(2) invariant l-form on G:. 
3.1.3. For any 4 E Gy, let r’ denote the orthogonal complement of & 
(considered as a subspace of I?“+,). Then I?“+‘” identifies with <C/j r’. We 
define “graph coordinates” centered at <. 
graph, : Hom(t; <*) + Gy 
601/44/3-7 
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to be the map that takes a linear homomorphism L: <+ <’ to its graph 
{(E, L(E))] in <@ r1 = R”+.m. This is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood 
of <. 
The differential d(graphJ maps T,, Hom(<, r’) to TfG;, Since Hom(& <‘) 
is a vector space, we may identify T,,Hom(<, cl) with Hom(& <‘) to obtain a 
canonical isomorphism 
The isotropy subgroup O(n + n~)~ is just the group of orthogonal transfor- 
mations of R”+m fixing rc R”+m as a set and therefore fixing <‘. Any 
BE O(n + m)t must restrict to linear maps 8: r-+ < and & <’ + r’, B and g 
must preserve the restrictions of the inner product on R”+m to r and cl. Any 
such pair (8, e> gives an element of O(n + m)[. 
PROPOSITION. Choosing orthonormal bases in < and in <‘, the above 
construction gives an isomorphism between T,Gr and n x m matrices M, 
between O(n + m), and O(n) x O(m), and between the action of O(n + m), 
on T6Gr and the action 
(8, 0): M w 0 0 M 0 (B-1). 
3.1.4. Summarizing, we have the following result: 
To give an O(n + m) invariant differential Z-form on G,” it suffices to give 
an alternating i linear function 
q(‘M, 2M )...) ‘M), 
where the kM are matrices ‘M<, i= l,..., n;j= l,..., m, such that 
ql( ‘M, 2iG,..., ‘47) = fp(lM, ZM,..., ‘M) (*I 
whenever k@ = “M’p 0, i for an n x n orthogonal matrix 0 or whenever 
“A?{ = ‘MfB,,‘for an m k m orthogonal matrix 8. 
Indeed, by (*) the result will be independent of the choice of orthogonal 
coordinates in < and in <‘. 
3.2. The Pontrjagin Character 
In this section we will construct a particularly symmetric expression for 
the SO(n + m) invariant differential form on Gr representing the Pontrjagin 
character of the tautological bundle over G:. 
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where the symbols i(l), i(2) ,..., j(1) ,... are separate indices and the “repeated 
index = summation” convention is used. ALT means alternating summation: 
ALT w( ‘M,..., 4il4) = 2 (-l)S’g”01@94,..., 09!4), 
0 
where the sum is over all permutations c of {l,..., q}. (Note that we do not, 
as is usual, divide by q! in defining ALT). 
PROPOSITION. Ph, satisfies the condition (*) of 3.1.3 and so defines an 
O(n + m) invariant 4l-form on Gr (which we also denote by Hz,). 
since 8 preserves inner products. A similar manipulation applies to an m x m 
orthogonal matrix 0. 
3.2.2. We now begin to identify Ph, by applying the standard description 
of the cohomology of Gt in terms of characteristic classes of the tautological 
bundle. (see [ 16, 211). 
LEMMA. Ph, corresponds (by 3.1.1) to a stable characteristic class in 
H4’(Gz, R) of the tautological bundle over Gz (which does not depend on n 
or m). 
This follows from iterating the following 
FACT. In the diagram (see 2.3.3) 
H4’(G;-,) s H4’(G,m) Bf H4’(G;- ‘), 
AT maps Ph, for Gt to Ph, for Gr-, and B: maps Ph, for GT to Ph, for 
G;-‘. 
ProoJ By the invariance property of Ph,, 3.2.1, we can verify this fact 
using a special choice of bases in 4 and r’. With the appropriate choices we 
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need to check that Ph,(‘M,..., 4’M) is unchanged if a final row of zeros, or a 
final column of zeros, is added to each matrix kit4. 
3.2.3 LEMMA. The characteristic class %, corresponding to Ph, is 
additiue; i.e., %,(< @ r’) = s,(r) -t %,(<‘). 
This follows from the 
FACT. Let qx Gt X Gr,‘+ Gf:z’ be the map that sends (4, c’) to < + r’. 
Then q* takes Ph, for GfJ,“f’ to the sum of the Ph, for Gf and the Ph, for 
G$ (pulled up by the appropriate projections). 
Proof: Choosing appropriate bases, this amounts to the statement that 
Pht(‘M + ‘h?,..., 4’M + “%) = Pht(‘M ,..., 4’M) + Ph,(% ,..., 4’&), 
where M + M is defined to be the matrix 
‘M 0 [ 1 0 ii?’ 
This may be verified by observing that every term in the expression for 
Ph,( ‘M + ‘h?,..., 4’M+ “‘I%?) is zero unless it is a term in the expression 
for Ph(‘M+ O,..., 4’M+ 0) or a term in the expression for 
Ph(0 + ‘a,..., 0 + “‘fi). 
3.2.4. LEMMA. Ph, is nonzero. In 
FACT. Ph, is a nonzero multiple of the volume form in G:‘. 
3.2.5. The only additive stable characteristic classes with values in 
H4’(, R) are multiples of the 41 degree part of the Pontrjagin character (by 
the splitting principle). Therefore, 
THEOREM. There exist coeflcients C,, C,,... so that the Pontrjagin 
character is 
C,Ph, + C,Ph, + a.- . 
(It would be interesting to evaluate the C,.) 
COROLLARY. All SO(n + m) invariant dflerential forms on G,” whose 
homology class is a stable characteristic class of the tautological bundle are 
polynomials (by wedge product) in the forms Ph,. In particular they are all 
O(n + m) invariant. 
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Proof. Any stable characteristic class with values in real cohomology is 
a polynomial in the pure degree terms of the Pontrjagin character. So an 
SO(n + m) invariant representative of it, is given by that same polynomial in 
the C,Ph,. But there is a unique SO(n + m) invariant representative of it. 
3.3. Proof of the Vanishing Theorem 
3.3.1. First we solve the following problem in elementary geometry: Let 
2.4 E lR”+m be a unit vector and let 9’: = R”+m --) RRtm be a stretch along u 
by a factor of e’ for small t. (That is, 9’: fixes U’ pointwise, fixes lines 
parallel to I( as sets, and multiplies distances in these lines by e’). Suppose 
we have an orthogonal decomposition R ” m = < GJ e*. Then 9’: applied to r 
is the graph of what linear function L’: <-+ <? The picture is this: 
The formula for 5$(s) is E + (e’ - l)(s . u)u. To find the y such that 
Y;(y) = E + L’(E) we need to solve Pr,9; y = E, where Pr, is orthogonal 
projection into {. Suppose that u = u + w, where v E r and w  E r’. Then the 
formula for Pr, 0 9’:(y) is y + (e’ - l)O, . V)V if y E 5. We can solve and 
obtain 
1 -e* 
Y = E + (et _ 1) 2) . u + 1 6 - 0) v, 
as may be checked by direct computation. Therefore 
L’(.s)=Y:y-c=(e’- 1) CL 1 -et E+ (e’ - l)(v . 0) + 1 (E - 0) v] * “) w. (1) 
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The derivative of this last expression at t = 0 is 
$L’(E) = (E * v) w. 
I=0 
(2) 
3.3.2. We want to identify the tangent space to the H orbit Hr through 
< E Gr as a subspace of T, Gt using the model for T, Gf as IZ x m matrices 
given in 3.1.3. 
Let e, , e2 ,..., en+ m be the standard basis in R”+m. Let E ,,..., E, be an 
orthonormal basis for r and let g 1,..., C,,, be an orthonormal basis for cl. We 
define kVi and kWi by the relation 
ek=C kVi&i+x kWjq, 
I j 
[That is kVi (resp. k Wj) are the coordinates with respect to the basis {Ci} 
(resp. 1~j)) of the orthogonal projection of e, into &resp. cl).] 
The kVi and k Wj satisfy the relation 
n m 
J- kv, k’v =- r kwik’wi 
,T* 
I I Li 
i=l 
since 
Ofe,.e,,= CkViCi+CkWjEj 
ii i 
c*> 
= ‘T kvi k’v. + C kwj k’wj 
1 ii 
I i 
Let Xi c Ho be the element given by hi = 1 for i # k and h, = e’ with 
respect to coordinates in H from 2.3.1. The diagonal matrix with e’ in the 
(k, k) position and 1 elsewhere on the diagonal acts on I?“’ m by the stretch 
Y:,. Therefore, by the results of the previous section, in graph coordinates 
centered at c, XL(<) is given by Eq. (l), 3.3.1, and its t derivative at t = 0 is 
given by (2). Expressing (2) in the basis {si} and {fj} 
$s3Ei) f~o=(&i.kv)kW=kvi~ “wjz,, 
so we have 
PROPOSITION. T,(H,) c T&G:) is spanned by the linear transformations 
k~j=kv~kwj 
(no summation over k is implied). 
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3.3.3. We now prove theorem 1.2.4 which implies the vanishing theorem. 
We must show that for any { and any O(n + m) invariant p-form w  on GT, 
o vanishes on any p tangent vectors in T,(H<) c T,Gz. Since the Ph, form a 
basis for the ring of invariant O(n + m) forms (Corollary 2.3.5), it is enough 
to show this for these forms Ph,. Since the matrices “M{ = kV, hWj form a 
basis for the vector space T,(Ho (Proposition 3.3.2), it is enough to show 
this for 41 of these vectors. By reordering the ek, we may take these to be 
‘Mj,..., 4’M{. 
Ph,( ‘M,..., “%4) 
= ALT(‘V,,,, ’ W”“)(‘Vlt,, 2 W’(*)) ..- (41-1Vf~21~4’-1W’(2f))(41Vf~2114’wf(1)) 
=ALT(‘W”” ‘w/(‘))(*@‘) *w/(2)) . . . 
C4’-‘W (21) 41-l)wj(21) ( 41wfCZI) 41 w/(l) 1 
by Eq. (*), 3.3.2. But this last expression is zero since the function to be 
alternated is invariant under the permutation of the indices I,..., 41 given by 
1+2+3+... +41-l-+41+ 1, 
which is an odd permutation. 
4. SOME HISTORY, RELATED WORK, AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
4.1. The Dilogarithm. 
4.1.1. The dilogarithm function 
Li(x) = 2 5 
n=1 n 
was apparently first considered by Leibnitz in 1696, then by Euler in 1779 
[ 111. It and elementary transformations of it were studied by a number of 
19th-century mathematicians including Legendre, Lobachevsky, Lindelof, 
Jonquiere (see [ 181 for an excellent survey). The form G(x) = Li(x) - 
Li(1 -x) is from [22] and [ 141. 
Recently there has been a renaissance of interest in the dilogarithm. It has 
been used in the study of algebraic k-theory by Bloch [6] Gross [ 131 and 
Beilinson [4]. It has been related to Chen’s iterated integrals by Aomoto 
[L 21. 
4.1.2. In 0.3.1, we interpret @(x) as the volume of a certain region in 
G:. This relation was conjectured in an attempt to reconcile the original 
proof of the combinatorial formula for the first Pontrjagin class of 
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Gabrielov, Gelfand, and Losik [14] with MacPherson’s proof [ 191. The 
original proof proceeded by successive integrations; @ and its properties 
were used. MacPherson’s proof used geometry in Grassmann manifolds 
instead. 
Our original proof of the interpretation of Q(x) as a volumn was obtained 
by direct integration. A later proof by Dam&no [S] uses the theory of webs. 
A third proof would use the well-known fact that a(x) is essentially charac- 
terized by its functional equation. (We have found no published proof of this 
fact, however.) 
4.1.3. The imaginary part of Q(k) occurs in the formula for the volume 
of a tetrahedron in real hyperbolic three-space whose vertices lie in the 
complex projective line at infinity and have cross-ratio k [ 12,201. In this 
paper, we have interpreted the real part of @(k) as a volume in the 
Grassmann manifold Gi. Since both hyperbolic three-space and G$ are 
symmetric spaces, there should be a conceptual explanation for this coin- 
cidence. We do not know of one. 
4.1.4. From our present point of view, the key property of the 
dilogarithm is the functional equation of 0.3.2 for which we have given a 
geometric interpretation. This functional equation has many equivalent forms 
involving five dilogarithm terms in two variables plus various logarithmic 
terms (see [ 181, p. 7). It was discovered first by Spence in 1809 [23], then 
independently rediscovered by Abel, Hill, Kummer, and others. 
4.1.5. One modern interpretation of this functional equation is as an 
Abelian equation for a particular web (of five foliations of the two-disk by 
lines) called the exceptional web. This is due to Bol [7]. Damiano has 
extended this theory to higher dimensions in a way related to the generalized 
dilogarithm forms discussed in this paper [8,9]. 
4.1.6. A result of Wigner relates the function @ to the first Pontrjagin 
class [24]. There is a continuous function @’ from the real projective line 
RP’ to R/7t*Z such that d@’ = d@. A continuous cohomology class in 
H3(SL,(R), lR/a27) is represented by the cochain whose value on X,, ,..., X3 
is Q’(k), where k is the cross-ratio of the projections of X0,..., X3 to RP’. 
The functional equation for @ gives the cocycle condition. The class c maps 
to the first Pontrjagin class by the connecting homomorphism of the coef- 
ficient sequence O-+ Z + R + R/rr’Z + 0. It would be interesting to relate 
this to the connection between d@ and the first Pontrjagin class of 0.3.2. 
4.2. The Tetrahedral Complex 
4.2.1. The study of particular algebraic families of lines in three-space 
was highly developed in the 19th century. A three dimensional family was 
called a complex. The degree of a complex C was defined to be the degree of 
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the set of lines in C passing through a given point, considered as a curve in 
the projective plane of all lines through that point. (In modern terms, this 
amounts to the homology class of the complexification of C in the complex 
Grassmannian). 
The tetrahedral complex of 0.2.3 (the Zariski closure of a Grassmannian 
simplex r:) was first considered by Binet in 1911 [5] as the family of axes 
of inertia of a solid body. It was studied by Charles, Pliicker, and Reye, 
among others. Various other characterizations of it were found: for example, 
the family of axes of the ellipses obtained as planar sections of a fixed 
ellipsoid, or the family of lines joining x and TX for a fixed projective 
transformation T. A good survey is [26], where 16 such characterizations of 
the tetrahedral complex are listed. 
4.2.2. The first paper of Lie on Lie groups was a note in 1870 with Klein 
on H acting on G:, G:, and G: (see [ 171). In it, they prove that the 
tetrahedral complex is the closure of an H orbit in G:. They used what 
amount to the exponential map and the fact that H is Abelian to prove 
geometric facts about the tetrahedral complex, and they saw the fact that 
their proofs were easier than the usual ones as justufication for the new tool 
of continuous groups. 
4.2.3. The characterization of Klein and Lie of the tetrahedral complex 
leads to a generalization of it to the space of k planes in projective N-space. 
The generalized tetrahedral complex is the closure of an H orbit-in our 
language, the Zariski closure of a Grassmanman simplex. Since this is an N 
dimensional family, there is a natural inversion problem in integral geometry 
for it: Given a real valued function f on N space, can one reconstruct f from 
the knowledge of its integrals over all the k-planes of the generalized 
tetrahedral complex? 
4.2.4. The Lie theoretic formulation allows a generalization of the whole 
set-up of this paper from PGL(n + m) to an arbitrary semisimple Lie group. 
Let G be a split real form of a semisimple Lie group, let P be a parabolic 
subgroup, and let H be a split Cartan subgroup. Then tetrahedral complexes 
in Gy generalize to closures of H orbits in G/P. 
4.3. Grassmannian Simplices 
4.3.1. The hypersimplices dy originated in the work of Gabrielov, 
Gelfand, and Losik [ 141. The basis reason for their usefulness there, was that 
their face relations (2.1.3), are formally dual to the formulas for the exterior 
derivatives of certain differential forms ,YS’--~*~-~ one of which is essentially 
da. (see [ 14, Sect. 2; 251). 
The fact that dr is homeomorphic to the closure r: of an H” orbit in Gr 
in a way that takes the face structure of dr to the orbit structure of 
r; (2.3.4) was first proved by MacPherson (19, Sect. 61. (In [19] a 
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polyhedral structure on all the closures of Ho orbits, including the non- 
generic ones, was determined.) 
Although the present work originated in an attempt to unite these two 
points of view, it is still an open question to relate the forms Sn9” (aside 
from d@) to the Grassmannian geometry of this paper. 
4.3.2. The homeomorphism of 2.3.4 between polyhedra and closures of 
Ho orbits has been extended to the general semisimple Lie group context of 
4.2.4 by Heckmann [ 15, Theorem 3, p. 251 and Atiyah [ 1, Theorem 31. The 
polyhedra in question are convex hulls in the Lie algebra of H of Weyl group 
orbits, the choice of the orbit depending on the choice of the parabolic 
subgroup P c G. The closures of Ho orbits are sections of the projection of 
G/P to H of Kostant’s convexity theorem. (Compare [27].) 
4.3.3. More generally still, the study of toric varieties of Demazure etc. 
(see [lo]) shows that for any algebraic (C*)n action on an complex 
algebraic variety, if the closure of the orbit through x contains only finitely 
many other orbits, then the closure of the (IF? +)” orbit through x is naturally 
modeled on a polyhedron with faces corresponding to orbits. 
4.4. The Vanishing Theorem 
4.4.1. The vanishing Theorem 1.2.4 ammounts to a set of differential 
equations satisfied by the generalized tetrahedral complexes in G,“. 
It was first proved by MacPherson for Pi, where P is the first Pontrjagin 
class, then by Damiano [8] for P:i+l, where P is the ith Pontrjagin class. 
Both of these proofs used the expression for Pf in terms of connections and 
curvature. 
4.4.2. A beautiful conceptual proof of Theorem 1.2.4, together with a 
strong generalization has been found by Atiyah [ 1, Theorem 41. This 
generalization applies to the situation of 4.3.3, where the (C*)n action is 
assumed to have a fixed point and to differential forms that are harmonic on 
the complex variety. 
In particular, this generalization applies to the general semisimple Lie 
group context of 4.2.4 and 4.3.2. Therefore one has all the ingredients to 
carry out the program of this paper in that context-that is, one can find 
generalized dilogarithm forms which satisfy functional equations similar to 
those in 1.3.2. 
4.4.3. In order to identify leading or coleading differential forms (as in 
1.3.1), one wants to identify which forms Pf of positive degree vanish. So 
one wants stronger vanishing theorems than 1.2.4. One wants to identify for 
which triples (P, n, m) is the following true: 
Pr is zero when evaluated on a set of tangent vectors of G,“, of which 
n + m - 1 are tangent to an H orbit. 
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This vanishing has been shown to hold by Damiano for n = 2 and degree 
P < 2m using curvature. 
One approach would be to use the formula of 3.2.1 for Pr, and the 
expression of 3.3.2 for the tangent space to the H orbits. Using this method, 
we can duplicate Damiano’s result above and, for example, we can prove 
vanishing for the triples (Ph,, 3,5) or (Ph, ,3,8). But the general case leads 
to a combinatorial problem that we cannot solve. 
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